Repeat analysis program in radiology departments in Mazandaran province- Iran; Impact on population radiation dose
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INTRODUCTION

The increasing use of X-rays in medical imaging has made it an important source of man-made radiation in the population collective dose (1). It is believed that about 90 percents of US community dose originates from diagnostic radiology and nuclear medicine as sources of artificial ionizing radiation (2). An important goal in radiography is to obtain the best diagnostic information by delivering the least radiation dose to the patient (3). Reduction of image quality may cause repetition of X-ray examination which, in turn, leads to extra and unnecessary radiation dose to the patient. Repeat analysis program (RAP) is a helpful element to determine how big is the waste of films and where the sources of the error are (4). Also it can be used as a proper method for quality assurance of radiographic imaging (5). However, there is not any report on the radiation doses received by patients in diagnostic radiology due to repeat/reject films. The main goal of this study was to determine the effective dose to members of the public due to rejected films in diagnostic radiology departments in the Northern province Mazandaran of Iran.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

A repeat analysis program (RAP) was accomplished in all radiology departments in Mazandaran province (population = 2976219 person) to determine the total number and type of rejected films. All repeat and discarded films were collected and separated into types according to their etiology leading to be discarded. Considering technical data about various radiological procedures and using the standard dosimetry tables, the annual effective dose per caput as well as annual gonadal dose per caput due to image retake was estimated. Results: The total number of rejected radiographs in one year period was 73857 (overall reject rate ~ 11.15%) which led to 34.91 µSv and 37.17 µGy as annual average effective dose to a member of the public and annual average gonadal dose per caput respectively. The main reason of retaking the images was improper exposure factors. Conclusion: The reject rate was in the middle range of similar values in other studies; whereas in the present study the main reason for rejection was improper exposure factors (67.11%), the main reason for radiography repeat film was different in various countries. Comparing to the estimated 2.4 mSv from natural background radiation, the average annual effective dose and annual average gonadal dose per caput due to repeat/retake films are negligible. However, reducing the reject films is economically rewarding. Further national studies are suggested. Iran. J. Radiat. Res., 2007; 5 (1): 37-40
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rejected images, the type of radiography and reasons for rejection were analyzed. During a one year period, the waste films were collected and assigned to following main categories: exposure factors, positioning and technical problems, problems due to patients and others. Knowing the number of rejected films, type and technical setting of each diagnostic procedure and using the effective and gonadal dose per examination according to ICRP 80 standard patient dosimetry tables and ICRP-1993 report, the effective dose to population due to rejected radiographs was calculated using the following equation:

\[
E_D = \frac{\sum [(D_t / N_{fe}) \cdot N_{rr}] \cdot N_p}{N_p}
\]

Where \(E_D\) is the effective dose per member of general population, \(D_t\) is effective dose per examination, \(N_{rr}\) is number of rejected radiographs, \(N_{fe}\) is number of film per examination and \(N_p\) is the number of total population. \(N_{fe}\) is assumed to be 1.5 for conventional plain radiography, 4 for radiography using contrast media and 2 for mammography. According to the census data of 1996 accounting for the population and considering growth rate, \(N_p\) is estimated to be 2976219 at study period. So, considering the number of film per examination according to the above assumption, by multiplying the effective dose per examination derived from standard dosimetry tables recommended by ICRP by total number of corresponding rejected films, the total effective dose of a given examination was estimated. By adding the similar values from different examinations, the total effective dose due to all types of examination was estimated. The mean effective dose per member of population was calculated by dividing the above parameters by the number of general population. A similar calculation was used for estimation of gonadal dose per caput by dividing the sum of gonadal dose for procedures by the total number of population. The calculation methods of the present study are adopted from similar reports (7-10).

**RESULTS**

RAP results showed that the total number of rejected radiographs in one year period was 73857. Taking the total number of 662402 X-ray films at the same period of time, the overall reject rate was about 11.15%. The main reason of retaking the images was improper exposure factors. About 67.11% of all rejected films (49565 from 73857) were due to improper (under/over) exposure. The frequency of over and under exposed discarded films was nearly the same (about 52% and 48% from 67.11% respectively). Also 16832 films (~22.79%) were rejected because of positioning and technical problems. The rest of rejected radiographs (7460~10.10%) were categorized in groups of problems due to "patients" and "others". Figure 1 shows the frequency of discarded films due to different reasons for rejection.

The overall annual average effective dose to members of the public, and overall annual average gonadal dose per caput in Mazandaran province (population=2976219) due to the rejected films was estimated to be 34.91 µSv and 37.17 µGy respectively. Table 1 shows summary of the results of RAP and corresponding delivered dose to public.

![Figure 1. Frequency of discarded films due to various reasons for rejection.](image-url)
In this study, some information about the rejection of radiographic films using Repeat analysis program (RAP) was obtained during one year period in Mazandaran province in Iran. RAP is a common technique to provide useful information about reject/retake rate as well as the sources of error. There are many reports that have used this technique in different countries, such as Austria (11), Belgium (12), Germany (4) and USA (13), for repeat/reject analysis. It can also play an important role for quality assurance and quality management of radiographic imaging (4, 5, 12, 14, 15). In spite of converting conventional film to digital radiography in recent years, there are some reports indicating the importance of repeat analysis program in digital and computed radiography, as well (16, 17). The results of the present study show that the overall reject rate has been about 11.15%. Which is in the middle range of other values in similar reports: 9.13.2% in Germany (4), 27.6% in Austria (18), 6.6-9.9% in UK (19), 6.4-15% in Norway (20). However, the distribution of the number of discarded films according to the etiology leading to their being discarded has not been exactly the same. Whereas, in the present study the main reason for rejection was improper exposure factors (67.11%), the main reason for retaking in various countries has been different. For example, it is "positioning" in Germany (4), "exposure" and "others" in Austria (18). Although, it seems that the main reason for film retaking is a function of multi-parameter, such as using automatic exposure control system (photo timers), working experience of the personnel, workload of the department, etc. However some report indicate that the proportion of discarded films in relation to the total number of films should not exceed 8% (4). In the present study the RAP also enabled us to estimate the annual effective dose to the population of northern Iran due to the rejected films. There are many reports indicating that the population effective dose from medical diagnostic examinations is a very important factor in estimation of risk (21, 22). In the present study, the overall annual average effective dose to member of the public and overall annual average gonadal dose per caput due to the rejected films was estimated to be 34.91 µSv and 37.17 µGy respectively. In publication No. 60 of the ICRP (1990), it is recommended to limit the annual dose of 1 mSv be set for the general population (23). We didn't consider dental radiography in the estimation of population dose, because they didn't deliver significant gonadal dose to

**DISCUSSION**

In this study, some information about the rejection of radiographic films using Repeat analysis program (RAP) was obtained during one year period in Mazandaran province in Iran. RAP is a common technique to provide useful information about reject/retake rate as well as the sources of error. There are many reports that have used this technique in different countries, such as Austria (11), Belgium (12), Germany (4) and USA (13), for repeat/reject analysis. It can also play an important role for quality assurance and quality management of radiographic imaging (4, 5, 12, 14, 15). In spite of converting conventional film to digital radiography in recent years, there are some reports indicating the importance of repeat analysis program in digital and computed radiography, as well (16, 17). The results of the present study show that the overall reject rate has been about 11.15%. Which is in the middle range of other values in similar reports: 9.13.2% in Germany (4), 27.6% in Austria (18), 6.6-9.9% in UK (19), 6.4-15% in Norway (20). However, the distribution of the number of discarded films according to the etiology leading to their being discarded has not been exactly the same. Whereas, in the present study the main reason for rejection was improper exposure factors (67.11%), the main reason for retaking in various countries has been different. For example, it is "positioning" in Germany (4), "exposure" and "others" in Austria (18). Although, it seems that the main reason for film retaking is a function of multi-parameter, such as using automatic exposure control system (photo timers), working experience of the personnel, workload of the department, etc. However some report indicate that the proportion of discarded films in relation to the total number of films should not exceed 8% (4). In the present study the RAP also enabled us to estimate the annual effective dose to the population of northern Iran due to the rejected films. There are many reports indicating that the population effective dose from medical diagnostic examinations is a very important factor in estimation of risk (21, 22). In the present study, the overall annual average effective dose to member of the public and overall annual average gonadal dose per caput due to the rejected films was estimated to be 34.91 µSv and 37.17 µGy respectively. In publication No. 60 of the ICRP (1990), it is recommended to limit the annual dose of 1 mSv be set for the general population (23). We didn't consider dental radiography in the estimation of population dose, because they didn't deliver significant gonadal dose to
population (24, 25). Although, in this study, in comparison with the standard dose limits, the effective and gonadal doses per individual of population due to rejected films are negligible, recent recommendations have identified an increased risk from radiation and contain reduced public dose limits (26, 27). Therefore, the radiation dose to the public by reducing the rejected films should be as low as reasonably achievable. Apart from the radiation dose to the public, radiographs which must be repeated, represent additional, non-billable costs due to increased film, chemistry, and equipment use as well as increased personnel time. Compounding the overt negative financial impact on the department is an increased burden on the waiting room and support staff, and a decrease in patient throughput (28).
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